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Oh, Lord, oh, Lord, oh, Lord, yes, oh Lord, I wanna be among that number, oh when the saints go marching in.

el blows in his horn, when Gabriel blows in his horn, in his horn, I wanna
el blows in his horn, when Gabriel blows in his horn, I wanna
Gabriel in his horn, he blows in his horn, I wanna

da dab da dab da dab da, the saints go marching in.

When Gabriel blows in his horn, I wanna...
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be among that number, oh when the saints go marching in.

40

And when the sun refuse to shine, and when the sun refuse to shine,

44

I wanna be among that number, oh when the saints go marching in.

Lord, I wanna be among that number, oh when the saints go marching in.
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King of Kings,

And when they crown him King of Kings, crown him King of Kings and when they crown him King of Kings.

Da dab da dab oh yes,

Lord, I wanna be among that number, wanna be in that numb',

Lord, I wanna be among that number, oh when the
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saints go marching in

saints go marching in

saints go marching in

saints go marching in

saints go marching in

saints go marching in

Oh Lord,
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hal le lu ja, hal le lu ja, hal le lu ja,
Day, and on that Hal le lu ja Day,

oh Lord, oh Lord, yes, oh Lord,

oh Lord, oh Lord, yes, oh Lord, f I wanna

da dab da dab da dab da, the saints go march ing,
da dab da dab da dab da, the saints go march ing

be a mong that num ber, oh when the saints go march ing

hal le lu ja, hal le lu ja, oh when the saints go march ing in, oh Lord.
in, oh Lord.
in, oh Lord.
in, oh Lord.